Life at The Top – Chapter 1658
The receptionist was a beautiful girl from Finland. Her amber eyes looked at the young man from the east
curiously and asked, “Do you have an appointment?”

Jasper said, “No appointment, but please tell him JW Capital is here. He will meet me.”

The receptionist hesitated for a while and then said, “I will convey the message for you. Please wait a
moment.”

After a while, the receptionist respectfully said to Jasper, “Please wait a moment, someone from the
president’s office will take you up immediately.”

Jasper nodded and said, “I am willing to wait a little longer if that means I can admire a lady as beautiful as
you.”

The fair face of the receptionist turned red, but she did not dare to say anything.

In just a few minutes, a group of people hurried out of the elevator.

The leader was a swift middle-aged man with blond hair. He wore an exquisite suit and walked straight toward
Jasper with an outstretched hand. “Hello, I’m Benji, Mr. Reynoldson’s executive assistant. He is in a meeting
and can’t come to meet you personally. Please follow me upstairs.”

Jasper shook hands with the other party, nodded, and followed him into the elevator with the group of people.
The receptionist stared at Jasper blankly. Although she did not know who Jasper was, after she had just
reported JW Capital’s name, she could hear Benji’s tone becoming surprised and excited.

However, she was also acutely aware that she might have just been in contact with someone mysterious and
powerful.

Inside the elevator, Benji cautiously probed, “I am curious as to why Mr. Laine personally rushed over to
Finland.”

“You know, Somerland’s domestic market is very large, and there is a big void in the mobile phone industry.
This market needs exceptional products and there is no doubt that among all the mobile phone brands in the
world, only Nokia is worthy of my partnership.”

Jasper’s words brought a smile to Benji’s face, and he said, “Yes, Mr. Laine, you are indeed a businessman
with a good vision. There is no brand of mobile phone in this world that can match Nokia.”

Not only did Benji think so, but the people who followed him also showed immense pride as they wore
expressions similar to his.

Jasper saw this. However, he smiled and said nothing.

In his previous life, Nokia fell to the dust at the peak of its glory. It seemed that it was definitely not just
because of Apple’s strength.

Nokia was proud. They were so proud that they once thought that mobile phones produced by others were
rubbish, and only their own products were any good. When it came to mobile phone operating systems, what
were Android and iOS? Symbian was invincible.

If everyone in a company shared this mindset, then it was not far from being finished.

Jasper and Greg sat down after they followed Benji to a reception room. Since Nokia’s president, Reynoldson,
was in a meeting, Benji, who was only an executive assistant, was not qualified to talk to Jasper directly.

One should pick on someone their own size, so Benji naturally set his sights on Greg.

He naturally thought that Greg was a subordinate brought along by Jasper, and only after chatting did he
realize that Greg was the president of Blau Mobiles.

“I have heard of Blau Mobiles. Most of the models you produce are designed to imitate Nokia.”

